Maintenance Management

Our Speciality

Australia’s
#1 CMMS
We
have spent
the lastSolution
twenty
designed
increase productivity,
five yearstoperfecting
an Asset
reduce downtime and keep
Management Software to
everyone in the loop!

simplify your maintenance!

Designed to make your life easier
and take control of your maintenance
MEX is a leading Computerised Maintenance
Management System (CMMS). MEX supplies
solutions to over 12,000 users worldwide, in
industries such as; mining and minerals,
light and heavy manufacturing, food
processing and manufacturing, hotels,
resorts, hospitals and government.
MEX has delivered measurable results to
asset-intensive businesses for the past 3
decades and continues to be at the forefront
of the maintenance industry, utilising the
best tools, techniques and ideas.

MEX will help you
By taking the stress out of maintenance management.
The all in one digital platform gives you a simple and effective tool
to monitor anything and everything that’s Maintenance related.

REDUCE MAINTENANCE COSTS

VERSATILE CMMS SYSTEM

CLASS LEADING CMMS APP

Well maintained equipment equates to fewer
breakdowns and also lower repair and
replacement costs - a direct and measurable
saving.

Implementation can be as basic or complex as
the user intends it to be. For this reason, MEX is
used in a wide range of industries and
countries all over the world.

Monitor the state of your operations at all
times, increase organisational visibility and
seamlessly maintain a paperless maintenance
environment with the MEX Mobile App.

INCREASED EQUIPMENT
AVAILABILITY

EASY TO IMPLEMENT

QUALITY PRODUCT SUPPORT

The MEX CMMS is an easy to install
maintenance system that can be up and
running in minimal time and once set up, MEX
requires minimal administration.

Customer service, support and training is part
of our culture at MEX. Working hand in hand
with our customers to ensure that they get the
most out of their CMMS system.

With scheduled maintenance and inspections,
equipment works more efficiently with
reduced breakdowns.

ACCURATE PERFORMANCE
MEASUREMENT

With the vast amount of equipment
information stored against each asset, reports
for auditing and analytic purposes are readily
available.

USER FRIENDLY INTERFACE

INTEGRATION MADE EASY

MEX is an intuitive CMMS system and it
possesses a simple but effective user friendly
interface when compared to our competitors
that have clunky interfaces.

Whether you have an accounting package or
want to run readings straight into MEX. MEX
can be easily programmed to integrate with
other systems that you use.

Asset Register

Work Orders

The focal point of MEX. The Asset
Register allows MEX users to
setup a clear overview of assets
and their locations.

Create a job for an asset, get
something fixed or simply set a
reminder. You can add, edit, print
complete & sign off Work Orders.

Preventative
Maintenance

History
A complete record of all the work
you’ve done through the system.
Information can be recalled at any
point for analysis and reporting.

Manage all your repetitive jobs for
your assets. Generate periodic
Work Orders to either Time based
or Usage based frequencies.

Core Features

Readings

Requests
A maintenance job request is a
means of requesting some form of
repair work, modification or
complaint to do with an asset.

Readings are a collection of
analytics taken from your
equipment to better manage the
performance of your Assets.

Reports
The reports module can be used
to extract any piece of information
from the MEX database. Reports
can also be customised.

Optional Features

Control Files
Control files allow you to control
and customise your MEX settings
to define your own user options &
define a range of access levels.

MEX has a number of optional modules
that can be purchased separately to the
standard MEX program.

Ops Requests

Stores

Regions

Timesheets

Used in conjunction
with MEX, Ops
Requests allows users
to enter requests for
maintenance through a
separate web page.

Stores allows you to
keep track of all spare
parts with a
comprehensive
catalogue including
purchasing.

Run multiple sites
autonomously using a
single MEX Database
ensuring users in one
region have access to
only their assets.

An electronic time card
system that provides a
more efficient means
of entering trades
information and hours
into MEX.

Auxiliary Features
Report Editor

Customize

MEX has an integrated reporting
suite that allows you to both edit
existing reports and create new
reports and integrate them into MEX

The MEX system has a wide range of
configuration options which allow it
to be customised to your particular
requirements

Downtime

Inspections

The Downtime Recording module of
MEX can be used to record the times
when your assets are unavailable for
use.

MEX Inspections was developed to
assist in making such inspections
easy to perform, easy to manage the
results, and easy to report on.

Dashboard

Asset Auditing

The MEX Dashboard is a web-based
reporting tool that can be used to
display KPI information for your
maintenance organisation.

Capture the information you need,
when you need it and perform
specific audits on single or groups
of Assets.

Data Hosting
allows you to
access MEX with
just One Click

Take MEX into
the field with the
MEX Mobile App!
Android App on

Google Play

Download on the

App Store

Get it from

Microsoft

